Enantiomeric forms of a drug molecule may differ in potency, toxicity, and their effect on biological systems. Modern drug research and development requires that enantiomers of all bioactive molecules be separated and tested. [1, 2] Enantioselective synthesis would be the ideal way to obtain either left-or right-handed drug molecules, but in most cases this approach is impractical and too expensive. Hence, the separation of intermediate forms or final products from racemic mixtures is often required. Common separation methods are gas chromatography (GC), high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC), and capillary electrophoresis (CE). [1] [2] [3] Despite recent efforts focusing on physical separation methods, such as photoinduced drift in a gas buffer [4] and separation in microfluidic systems, [5] [6] [7] [8] all common and industrially relevant techniques are based on an enantioselective interaction between the drug enantiomers and a chiral selector. Chromatography-based methods, particularly HPLC, have dominated the separation of enantiomers for decades due to their preparative-scale capabilities, but they require expensive equipment, consume large amounts of buffer solutions, and are slow and labor-intensive. Capillary electrophoresis, on the other hand, is less laborious and has a reduced environmental impact, but is comparatively limited in terms of throughput. [9] In all approaches mentioned above, the separation is based on a summation of a series of molecular interactions which occur during the propagation of a drug molecule through some material. The macroscopic result is either a difference in retention time (GC, HPLC) or mobility (CE) for different enantiomers. Clearly, it would be far more effective if every molecular recognition event, e.g., the identification of a left-or righthanded drug molecule, contributed to the macroscopic separation in terms of a yes-or-no decision. Herein we show that a suitably functionalized, porous sheet of graphene is capable of doing exactly that. We note that a realization of the proposed concept is not restricted to graphene templates, but might, for example, also be accomplished using two-dimensional, porous metal-organic frameworks (MOFs). [10, 11] Free-standing sheets of graphene, discovered in 2004, [12] can be seen as ultimate membranes for molecular sieving due to their single-atom thickness. [13] However, their impermeability to particles as small as helium atoms [14] requires that pores be created by various techniques. [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] Symmetry dictates chiral ineffectiveness for any kind of perfect two-dimensional membrane. This is easily demonstrated by shadow playing, where the left and right hand can be positioned so that they cast the same shadow onto a screen. Regardless of how we shape a cutout or "pore" in a membrane, either both enantiomers will fit through it or neither of them will. This case has to be distinguished from chiral recognition on molecular surfaces, where an additional distinction comes from the specification of "outside" and "inside", that is, the direction of the surface vector. This is demonstrated in Figure 1 , where we use the common model of a three-point interaction between a surface and a molecule to underline that molecule B cannot dock onto the matching receptors unless we allow it to reach them from "behind" or "inside". However, both molecules would encounter the same barrier when propagating through a similarly in-plane functionalized pore. The reaction pathways for the two cases would be mirror images, but without physical consequences.
Therefore, chiral recognition has to be introduced to the pore by appropriate out-of-plane functionalization. This is achieved by the attachment of a suitable chiral molecule to the rim of the pore. We refer to this particular molecule as the "bouncer" (or gatekeeper) since its duty is to allow only one type of enantiomer to propagate through the pore while preventing its mirror image from entering. The key concept of our approach is to transfer a small difference in the geometry of a dimer complex formed by the "bouncer" and a penetrating molecule into a big difference for the energetic barrier the latter has to overcome in order to pass through the pore. This idea is illustrated in Figure 2 , where we pick 1-aminoethanol as a small organic chiral representative and optimize the structure of the dimer, which contains two molecules of either the same or opposite chirality. Electronic energies are obtained from density functional theory. The cc-pVDZ basis set [21] and the B97-D functional of Grimme [22] are used for unconstrained optimizations, transition-state searches, and frequency calculations. Counterpoise-corrected single-point energies at converged geometries are evaluated with the augcc-pVDZ basis. [23, 24] All calculations are performed with a developer version of the Q-Chem program package. [25] The binding energies of the two dimer complexes differ by only 1.7 kcal mol À1 . This difference is too small for the suggested purpose of chiral separation. However, the relaxed geometries of the two dimers show a significant deviation. The same-pair complex (b) is less compact than the mixedpair complex (a) due to unfavorable positioning of the two methyl groups. The distance between the chiral centers of the two molecules is 0.17 larger for the same-pair complex. This small difference in size is now easily converted into a desired big difference for the transmission barrier: we attach one molecule as a permanent functionalization to the rim of a graphene pore and choose the pore size so that it is big enough for the mixed-pair complex to fit through, but too small for the same-pair complex. Formation of the latter by the interaction of an undesired molecule with the "bouncer" at the pore entrance requires more space and is hindered by Pauli repulsion. The methyl group of the free molecule is repelled by the upper rim, leading to a much higher transmission barrier. The desired enantiomer, on the other hand, is able to form a dimer complex which is small enough to allow propagation. The corresponding transition states are illustrated in Figure 3 . Our findings are closely related to recent studies on adsorption-based (and therefore stochastic) separation in homochiral MOFs. [26, 27] We identified a trapezoid-shaped hole as a suitable model pore, which is formally obtained by removing five rings from a perfect graphene sheet. Due to computational limitations, we chose a finite pore model which consists of the 17 surrounding carbon rings passivated with hydrogen atoms. In the first step, we attach the "bouncer" molecule to the pore Figure 1 . Three-point interaction of a chiral object with either an intact surface or a hole in a surface. We assume matching colors as energetically preferred arrangements. Chiral recognition is granted for a surface (left), but lost in the case of a pore (right). Object A will enter with the red-green-blue face first, while object B prefers to enter with the yellow tip in the head position, but both enantiomers fit equally well through the hole. Figure 2 . 1-Aminoethanol dimer complexes, stabilized by hydrogen bonds between the amine and hydroxy groups. Complex (a) is formed by molecules of the opposite chirality, while complex b) contains two molecules of the same chirality. In the latter case, the minimum-energy structure is less compact due to repelling methyl groups. Figure 3 . Rate-determining transition states formed by the interaction of a "bouncer" 1-aminoethanol molecule attached to the pore rim with a free 1-aminoethanol molecule of opposite (a) or same (b) chirality, simulated in a finite pore model consisting of 17 rings. In case (b), the structure of the dimer complex, which is dictated by the hydrogen bonds between amine and hydroxy groups, is slightly too large for the pore.
. Angewandte Communications 9958 www.angewandte.org rim by replacing one of the inner passivating hydrogen atoms and allow the whole structure to relax. Next, we add another 1-aminoethanol molecule of either the same or opposite chirality to the system and calculate the reaction pathway for its transmission through the pore. The first-order saddle points are localized by a combination of the freezing string method [28] and a hessian mode following approach. [29] IRC calculations and subsequent geometry optimizations are used to confirm the minima linked by each transition state. Having identified the most stable intermediates and transition states, we calculate the Gibbs free energies within the harmonic oscillator approach from DFT frequencies, including zeropoint energy corrections. To account for hindered rotations in the evaluation of numerical frequencies, we apply an ad hoc correction [30] which suggests a continuous interpolation between vibrational (S v ) and rotational (S R ) contributions to the entropy according to the Equation (1) with the weighting function given in Equation (2) and a cutoff value of w 0 = 100 cm À1 . Our results are summarized in Table 1 .
Schematic reaction pathways including Gibbs free energies and corresponding geometries are shown in Figure 4 . Due to the strong hydrogen bonds, we obtain DFT adsorption energies between À18.0 and À21.4 kcal mol À1 . In both pathways even the transition state energies remain below zero. However, after thermodynamic correction at 25 8C and 1 atm, all apparent transition state barriers become positive. The rate-determining highest-energy transition states in each reaction pathway are slightly reduced by the correction for hindered rotations. We find DG values of 11.2 and 19.7 kcal mol À1 for a molecule of opposite and same chirality with respect to the "bouncer" molecule, respectively.
The propagation of a gas molecule through the pore can be considered a "chemical reaction", where the reactants are the pore and the gas molecule on the left side, and the products are the pore and the molecule on the right side. Assuming that the activated complex is in equilibrium with the reactants, we can apply transition state theory to obtain a formula for the rate constant of the propagation [Eq. (3)] [32, 33] , where k b is the Boltzmann constant, h is the Planck constant, T is the temperature, and DG is the difference of Gibbs free energies between the highest transition state in each pathway and a fully separated system.
At room temperature, we obtain a rate constant of 3.8 10 4 s À1 for a 1-aminoethanol molecule of opposite chirality with respect to the "bouncer" molecule, whereas the rate constant for the enantiomer of same chirality is only 2.4 Table 1 : DFT electronic energies and Gibbs free energies (at normal conditions, in kcal mol À1 ) for the adsorption and the transmission of a 1-aminoethanol molecule through a chirally functionalized graphene pore. The descriptions "opposite" and "same" refer to the chirality of the free gas molecule with respect to the "bouncer" molecule.
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Chemie À2 s À1 , yielding a separation ratio of about 1.6 10 6 . Assuming a highly theoretical membrane that consists only of functionalized pores, we can roughly estimate the macroscopic particle flux for the accepted species as 2.8 10 À6 mol per square centimeter per second. The large separation ratio also leaves room for a suitable adjustment of process temperature to minimize pore blocking due to adsorption.
To summarize, we propose a novel concept for the separation of enantiomers with chirally functionalized, nanoporous graphene. Chiral recognition is introduced by the permanent attachment of a chiral "bouncer" molecule to the pore rim. Free gas-phase enantiomers form a dimer complex with the "bouncer" molecule during propagation. This dimer complex differs in size, depending on the chirality of the free molecule with respect to the chirality of the "bouncer" molecule. With a properly chosen pore size, one enantiomer is able to pass through, while the other is not. In contrast to conventional separation procedures, this new technique separates different enantiomers in a single molecular event. Its effectiveness has been demonstrated for nanoporous graphene, but realization of the separation mechanism is not limited to this particular type of membrane. The underlying idea to exploit the size differences of dimer complexes for the follow-up separation by means of Pauli repulsion might be introduced to metal-organic framework chemistry through the careful selection of chiral or chirally functionalized linkers in two-dimensional structures. We believe that this new concept could become a cheap and highly efficient alternative to current separation methods and hope that our findings stimulate further research in the field of membrane synthesis and functionalization.
